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“When all the clouds darken up the skyway, there’s a rainbow highway 
to be found leading from your window pane…just a step
beyond the rain.” 

~from Over the Rainbow
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PROLOGUE

It is probably a simple matter explainable utilizing some scientific 
law, but when in the midst of  a rainstorm we intuitively know that 
somewhere it is not raining.  So, where is the “edge” of  a hypothetical 
rainstorm?  Could you stand on that border with each arm extended 
straight out from your sides and potentially get raindrops on your right 
and not on your left?

The theory is simple, yet reality not so.  Where is that border of  rain/
no rain; and in life where is the transition between our earthly world 
and the next?  Is it possible to have one foot in Heaven (or Hell) and 
the other planted firmly on this earth?

Can we “be”…and not “be” simultaneously?  Is there a half-way point?  
Surely, those unlucky souls locked in comas for years know answers 
we can only guess at; perhaps even those who’ve seen the brilliant and 
comforting white light and come back to speak of  it, have answers?

Where does the rain stop?  And where is that crevasse where earth and 
heaven merge…can we find that transition point?  Or, are we meant 
to merely ponder this great mystery until one day we take up residence 
on that confluence

where the rain stops.
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CHAPTER 1

You know…sometimes there is just not a hole big enough to put your 
sorrows in, and this was one of  those times.  It was never planned 
or accounted for, but born out of  bad luck and incomparably bad 
timing and evil and so it had always been in Siobhan’s life…Only this 
time, there was no regrouping, no “learn from your mistakes”, no time 
to heal or rebuild what was lost.  The decision to be made now was 
inevitable; only the matter of  “when” was in question.

All of  this might sound a bit dramatic, but life (at least most lives 
I’ve ever known) is more unbelievable than any work of  fiction ever 
written.  Besides, Siobhan was always feasting on the dramatic from 
the moment she was born, the youngest child of  three with fiery red 
hair and a temper to match.  As a third child, she was never one to be 
eclipsed by her older siblings—she made sure of  that!  

The earth never saw a child born with more brains and talent—it was 
as if  God poured out all of  His love and it landed right on Siobhan!  
It was a gift of  magnificent proportions and a curse to match.  She 
was the envy of  the not-so-talented and the not-so-bright (all of  those 
children she grew up with, including her siblings) who saw their own 
lack and plotted to steal her talents or at least take credit for them.  
Everyone, it seems, equally loved, envied, and despised her from the 
moment she alighted on this Earth…and there was nothing she could 
do to alter that fact.

And yet, all of  this promise had merely led her to her current 
predicament…a setting usually acted out on bad daytime television, 
but now a reality in a life so filled with successes.  How had it all come 
down to this?  As she took in her surroundings, Siobhan could find no 
meaning in what she saw.  Her husband lay next to her…dead, or so it 
appeared.  But, why was she still alive?  
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All around them were empty prescription containers, a few stray pills 
hiding in the carpet fibers of  the plush living room carpeting, a .25 
automatic and one spent shell casing, picture albums strewn about with 
pictures of  all six children within view, and the note…Her mind began 
to wander over the past, stopping like a butterfly to touch down at 
points of  curiosity:  the divorce, John Reed, Automaton, Inc., Linny 
and the other five children.  

A wave of  emotion hit her hard.  She felt the moisture wander aimlessly 
down to her nose, pass her nostril, bisect her lips, and dissipate between 
her teeth and tongue.  Why,…why,…she rolled the word and the water 
around in her mouth…She was lost and wandering in unfamiliar 
territory.  Success had never eluded her…why then, this time when the 
consequences were so grave (it was an interesting word at this juncture, 
and the irony of  its usage was not lost on Siobhan)?

She didn’t want to be philosophical at this particular moment in her 
life, yet the word nagged at her partially numb brain.  Why………she 
traced her body visually and concluded that she was still on the earth.  
But, did she actually expect to be anywhere else, really?

Her eyes glimpsed and then focused on the figure lying next to her just 
inches from her right hip.  John Reed was fully clothed, gorgeous (even 
in death?), a man to make men envious and women ogle.  His muscles, 
though flaccid, were nicely outlined under the plain chambray shirt.  
His belly was flat; she used to compliment him on this, as if  no other 
65-year-old specimen on the planet could possibly compare.  Surely, the 
taut, hard, nicely-haired and tanned middle was secretly admired by all 
of  her female friends.  After all, their husbands had surrendered long 
ago to middle-aged gut. And there was nothing exciting about that.

They had made a promise to each other (but when was that?),…anyway, 
they decided to choose fitness, and both diligently worked hard to 
maintain their enviable bodies.  She continued her inspection of  the 
silent figure…the firm jaw line, tousled hair with no sign of  receding 
in that hairline…
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Concentrate….why, …why, …she did remember yesterday,…the 
children had all been over for a visit.  Some occasion necessitated the 
arrival of  all six of  them.  What could that have been?  Life is such a 
curiosity.  There is such pain to dying—it is said you come in with pain 
and you leave with it.  Is that because God wants to mark comings and 
goings with some significant human emotion?

Anyway, the occasion…it was John Reed’s sixty-fifth birthday.  She 
could recall, though minimally, pieces of  yesterday… She had made 
his favorite dessert, apple pie.  The children all helped make and serve 
the perennial family favorite—Steak au Poivre.  She knew she made a 
pretty mean pepper steak.  Everyone talked about it and her culinary 
expertise when the topic of  gourmet cooking came up for discussion 
around the neighborhood.

The children (all six of  them) were such a joy.  It hadn’t always been 
that, of  course; especially, after the divorce when life was particularly 
challenging.  The transition nearly destroyed this second marriage and 
it was always a certainty when they got together that Martine and Kam 
would be critical of  the other.  Friends used to say, “ Well, at least they 
come around and don’t avoid you!”  I guess that was a plus.  But, glares 
and misunderstanding were always a part of  the Barton-Reinhardt 
home.

Siobhan (she had detested her name for years; clearly no one even knew 
how to pronounce it…she used to say, “It’s like the gas, Chevron, but 
leave out the ‘r’”) had done well to marry the ‘most likely to succeed’ 
and the handsomest boy in her entire high school.  It escaped her why 
she ever wanted him—maybe to leave the sadness behind?  But, it was 
funny that she left one sad situation only to enter another.  Did it matter 
that the abuse was physical or emotional?  Siobhan knew the answer to 
that because she had merely traded one for the other.  In fact, she often 
thought that the emotional scars would never find peace (though the 
bruises had disappeared years ago).  So, she had merely put a bandage 
on her heart and hoped someday that this minimal protection might 
heal it if  given enough time.
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Rourke knew how to maim his victims and he ‘took no prisoners’.  
No one was left standing when he was done…even the children were 
‘walking wounded’.  It was right to leave.  Concentrate…she looked 
critically at John Reed and noticed a hole, quite small, above his left ear…
yet barely visible amid the thick wavy hair.  Was this the way it usually 
looks, the bullet wound?—well, no experience here.  The entrance 
hole was barely visible, maybe just a few precious drops of  blood 
had escaped before his body sealed it shut to preserve this life-saving 
essence, but matted hair defined the spot like a target.  His normally 
distinctive gray hair had turned death gunmetal gray announcing to the 
world what he had done with his own hand.  She wanted to reach over 
and cradle that beautiful head, but trying to move produced no results.  
Maybe she lacked the strength, coordination, or maybe she just wasn’t 
concentrating enough…

Rourke exemplified the best in everything he tackled.  And he wanted 
only the finest in his life.  Perhaps that’s why he took only the toughest 
cases at the DA’s office; even those that anyone with sense would have 
run from. And, considering he was the newest brash young lawyer 
from the East exploring the crime scene in downtown LA, it was only 
logical to take these risky assignments and more rapidly make his mark.  
Others before him quickly became victims of  the filth and depravity—
but not Rourke.   He soon gained that ballsy attitude that successful 
men dream of  in their youth and most never attain.

Then came the appointment as chief  prosecutor--the biggest murder 
case of  the decade…and it was his.  It was as if  he wrote his own 
biography from childhood and put only his most grandiose dreams 
on paper—only to find them all coming true.  It was no wonder 
that Siobhan fell in love that day in organic chemistry.  He was the 
academically struggling BMOC, and Siobhan the best student in class 
(a pure scientist, helping the worldly, but unscientific boy, analyze 
bonding of  free O3 particles).  She could have looked at him all day—
and probably did.

It was a seemingly good pairing, Siobhan and Rourke.  They were 
destined to be together, or so their high school friends all said.  But, the 
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innocence of  high school is generally crushed by reality over time.  The 
affair (how could he ever?)…with all of  their history…the precious 
children (Kamerin—called Kam—and Vance)…thrust into the reality 
of  roving eyes, aging hormones, and no conscience.  No amount of  
contrived talk or explanation would permit them to look kindly ever 
again at this selfish father.  Forgiveness is such hard business; and the 
black and white dichotomy of  youth left no safe harbor for that sinking 
ship.

__________________________________________________

The fog that encircled Siobhan’s head lifted and she noted, as only 
a scientist possible could, that none of  her appendages was able to 
move.  It was odd to be trapped in a body devoid of  muscles.  She 
often wondered what it would be like to be paralyzed and looked with 
such sadness at the wheel-chair bound.  How could anyone truly cope 
with this for very long?  Yet, here she found herself…and hopefully 
this was not where she would be for very long?  It was daytime, the 
light flooded the living room, but her last memories were of  the night 
before.  Time had certainly progressed since the previous night; yet 
how far into the future time had marched was an answer that eluded 
her.

Siobhan started to play mind games and pretended that she had been in 
a coma and was only now awakening to find a world she knew nothing 
about.  There was no continuity. Surely many pages were flipped in her 
life story, and she had slept through it…what a dumb game…It was 
time to fill in those missing pages.

To read the rest of  the book,
order Where the Rain Stops
at http://akeyforhealth.com


